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Heartbleed Hangover: Only 39% of U.S. Adults Have Changed Their Passwords
By Jason Abbruzzese Apr 30, 2014
The Heartbleed security ﬂaw that compromised swaths of the
Internet has created surprisingly li le resonance with U.S.
adults, less than half of whom took ac on a er learning of
the bug, according to a new study.
The security opening, which was found in widely used, opensource code, is believed to have aﬀected more than half a
million websites, including some of the highest-traﬃcked desna ons on the Internet like Yahoo and Google. A study by the Pew Research Center found that only 39% of Internet
users took steps to protect themselves, such as changing passwords or canceling accounts.
See also: The Heartbleed Hit List: The Passwords You Need to Change Right Now
h p://mashable.com/2014/04/09/heartbleed-bug-websites-aﬀected/

List of some aﬀected networks
Social Networks:

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn Pinterest Tumblr Twi er

Email:

Google Yahoo Mail

Gmail

Users, of course, cannot take ac on against problems they are not aware of. While there was no shortage of media
coverage of Heartbleed, the study, which polled 1,501 adults, found that only 64% of Internet users had at least heard
of the bug.
The numbers dwindle as the survey asked about the severity of concern. Almost one-third of users polled believe
that personal informa on was put at risk due to the bug, with 6% adding that they think some of their info was stolen.
Password services have seen an up ck in demand as people begin to take digital security more seriously, but the Pew
study highlights the challenges of spurring ac on on Internet security issues.
Pew added that compara vely fewer people heard about the Heartbleed bug than the situa on in Ukraine or the
leaks from Edward Snowden.
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New Members

WELCOME
Norma Kakritz

Lynn McKinley

Heidemarie Rowe

Harriet Stomp

Avice Sunter

Anna Lineback

Elna Hosier

Carole Dille

Linda Lippert

The Executive Board and Members of
CCCGC welcome each of you to the group.
We’re Here To Help. Membership Has Its
Privileges.
If you have any questions, concerns or need
computer help, please contact us at the office.
We will endeavor to help you any way we can.

Vipre Security News Room
eBay: Vic m of Second Biggest Cybera ack in U.S. History
Auction site eBay’s customer database, holding the personal data of about
145 million people, was hacked last month. The company said hackers
attacked between late February and early March, using login credentials
obtained from “a small number” of employees. The hackers then accessed
a database containing all user records and copied “a large part” of those
credentials.
The database included eBay customers’ names, encrypted passwords, email addresses, physical addresses, phone numbers and
dates of birth.
eBay said the database did not contain financial information. The company said it has not seen any increased fraudulent account
activity. The company also said it has no evidence of unauthorized access or compromises to personal or financial information for
PayPal users. PayPal data is stored separately on a secure network, and all PayPal financial information is encrypted.
Computer security experts say eBay’s breach is only surpassed in size by the one Adobe Systems experienced in October 2013,
when hackers accessed about 152 million user accounts.
The eBay breach is larger than the one Target Corp disclosed in December of last year, which included some 40 million payment
card numbers and another 70 million customer records.

Consumer Online Trust Hits Three-Year Low
The more consumers learn about how businesses track them online, the less they trust them. Consumer online trust has hit a
three-year low, according to a recent survey from TRUSTe, a global data privacy management company.
A huge percentage of Internet users -- 74 percent -- said they were more concerned about their privacy in 2014 than a year ago.
"Even with all the media coverage of government surveillance programs such as the NSA’s PRISM, more consumers remain concerned about businesses collecting their information, with only 55 percent regularly willing to share their personal data online,”
said Chris Babel, CEO of TRUSTe (in a press release).
“These findings send a clear signal that business data collection, not government activity, is the main driver for increased privacy
concerns."

Conclusion on Next Page
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Vipre News Room
The survey reveals that:
1. Consumer online privacy concerns remain high with 92 percent of U.S. internet users worrying about their privacy online
(up from 89 percent in January 2013 and 90 percent in January 2012)
2. More than half of U.S. internet users, 55 percent, said they trust most businesses with their personal information online
(down from 57 percent in January 2013 and 59 percent in January 2012); and
3. 89 percent of consumers (no change from January 2013 and up from 88 percent in January 2012) said that they avoided
doing business with companies they do not believe protect their privacy online.

Heartbleed Bug Can Still Cause Heartaches
The Heartbleed bug that sent shock waves around the world in early April is still posing a huge threat. More than 300,000 servers are vulnerable to the bug, wrote Errata Security's Robert Graham, who drew that conclusion after scanning millions of web
servers on Internet port 443, which is used for secure communication.
Graham concluded that roughly 318,000 servers were still vulnerable to Heartbleed in May -- a figure that is about half the number of vulnerable servers he found when Heartbleed first became public.
“It’s been a month since the Heartbleed bug was announced, so I thought I’d rescan the internet (port 443) to see how many
systems remain vulnerable,” Graham wrote in his report.
Heartbleed exploits the OpenSSL’s cryptography library for implementing the Internet’s Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.
The bug allows anyone on the Internet to read the memory of the systems protected by vulnerable versions of OpenSSL.
Heartbleed has the potential to reveal website encryption keys, usernames, passwords, and user data to attackers.
The bug exploits an OpenSSL feature called “heartbeat.” When a computer makes a request for data, the heartbeat will normally
only send back the amount of data the computer requests. If a computer is bugged, however, a hacker can make a request to the
server for data from the server’s memory beyond the total data of the initial request.
User beware: Graham's declaration that 300,000 servers are vulnerable could just be the tip of the proverbial iceberg!
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Please be sure to
register online for
classes

Classes & Events Calendar

July 2014
Sunday

CCCGC Events Calendar

Monday

Tuesday

1

Wednesday

2

Thursday

3

5

13

20

14

21

Libre Office
2 to 4 PM
John Palmer

8

10

11

12

Libre Office
2 to 4 PM
John Palmer

15

World of Google 17

18

19

25

26

Open Forum
2 to 4 PM

7:15 PM
Classes
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

7

Saturday

4

General Meeting

6

Friday

Dick Evans

9

EaseUs Backup
2 to 4 PM
Ron Wallis

Maintenance

16

2 to 4 PM
Ron Wallis

AndroidTablets 22
2 to 4 PM
Yvette Pilch

2 to 4 PM
Larry Hurley

23

Windows 8.1

24

2 to 4 PM
Ron Wallis
Board Meeting
6:30 PM

27

28

Windows 8.1
2 to 4 PM
Yvette Pilch

29

30

Home Inventory 31
2 to 4 PM
Larry Hurley

NOTICE

Notes:
OFFICE HOURS: 10:00 AM-2:00 PM

All Non Meeting Night Classes will be held in
Our New CCCGC Office.

MONDAY -FRIDAY
Please sign up for classes ONLINE:

http://www.cccgc.info

PROMOTING COMPUTER LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY
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The Charlotte County
Computer Group Corp.
Is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization as classified by the Internal
Revenue Service.
Donations, gifts, bequests, legacies, devices and transfers are
deductible under federal laws.

Officers and Board of
Directors for 2014
President: Ron Wallis
Vice President: A Yvette Pilch
Secretary: Ron Muschong
Treasurer: Larry Hurley

How to Buy an SD
Card: Speed Classes,
Sizes, and Capaci es
Explained
Memory cards are used in
digital cameras, music players, smartphones, tablets,
and even laptops. But not all SD cards are created equal — there are different speed
classes, physical sizes, and capacities to consider.
Different devices require different types of SD cards. Here are the differences you’ll
need to keep in mind when picking out the right SD card for
your device.
Speed Class

Director: John Hegard

RELATED ARTICLE

Director: Grover Mudd

http://www.howtogeek.com/howto/39811/what-is-camera-raw-and-why-would-aprofessional-prefer-it-to-jpg/

Director: Lydia Rist
Director: Frank Messina
Director: Mava Graves
Deceased

What is Camera Raw, and Why Would a Professional Prefer it to JPG?
A common setting on many digital cameras, RAW is a filetype option many professional photographers prefer over JPG, despite a huge disparity in filesize. Find out
why, what RAW is, and how you can benefit using this professional quality filetype.
[Read Article]
In a nutshell, not all SD cards offer the same speeds. This matters for some tasks
more than it matters for others. For example, if you’re a professional photographer
taking photos in rapid succession on a DSLR camera saving them in high-resolution
RAW format, you’ll want a fast SD card so your camera can save them as fast as possible. A fast SD card is also important if you want to record high-resolution video and
save it directly to the SD card. If you’re just taking a few photos on a typical consumer camera or you’re just using an SD card to store some media files on your

We’re on the Web
www.cccgc.net

smartphone, the speed isn’t as important.
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How to Buy an SD Card: Speed Classes, Sizes, and Capaci es Explained
Manufacturers use “speed classes” to measure an SD card’s speed. The SD Association that defines the SD card
standard doesn’t actually define the exact speeds associated with these classes, but they do provide guidelines.
There are four different speed classes — 10, 8, 4, and 2. 10 is the fastest, while 2 is the slowest. Class 2 is suitable for
standard definition video recording, while classes 4 and 6 are suitable for high-definition video recording. Class 10 is
suitable for “full HD video recording” and “HD still consecutive
recording.”
There are also two Ultra High Speed (UHS) speed classes, but
they’re more expensive and are designed for professional use.
UHS cards are designed for devices that support UHS.
Here are the associated logos, in order from slowest to fastest:

You’ll probably be okay with a class 4 or 6 card for typical use in a digital camera, smartphone, or tablet. Class 10
cards are ideal if you’re shooting high-resolution videos or RAW photos. Class 2 cards are a bit on the slow side
these days, so you may want to avoid them for all but the cheapest digital cameras. Even a cheap smartphone can record HD video, after all.
An SD card’s speed class is identified on the SD card itself. You’ll also see the speed class on the online store listing
or on the card’s packaging when purchasing it. For example, in the below photo, the middle SD card is speed class 4,
while the two other cards are speed class 6.
If you see no speed class symbol, you have a class 0 SD card. These cards were designed and produced before the
speed class rating system was introduced. They may be slower than even a class 2 card.
Physical Size
Different devices use different sizes of SD cards. You’ll find standard-size CD cards, miniSD cards, and microSD cards.
Standard SD cards are the largest, although they’re still very small. They measure 32x24x2.1 mm and weigh just two
grams. Most consumer digital cameras for sale today still use standard SD cards. They have the standard “cut corner”
design.
miniSD cards are smaller than standard SD cards, measuring 21.5x20x1.4 mm and weighing about 0.8 grams. This is
the least common size today. miniSD cards were designed to be especially small for mobile phones, but we now have
a smaller size.

Conclusion on Next Page
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How to Buy an SD Card: Speed Classes, Sizes,
and Capaci es Explained
microSD cards are the smallest size of SD card, measuring
15x11x1 mm and weighing just 0.25 grams. These cards are
used in most cell phones and smartphones that support SD
cards. They’re also used in many other devices, such as tablets.

SD cards will only fit into matching slots. You can’t plug a microSD card into a standard SD card slot — it won’t fit. However, you can purchase an adapter that allows you to plug a smaller
SD card into a larger SD card’s form and fit it into the appropriate slot.
Capacity
Like USB flash drives, hard drives, solid-state drives, and other storage media, different SD cards can have different
amounts of storage.
But the differences between SD card capacities don’t stop there. Standard SDSC (SD) cards are 1 MB to 2 GB in size,
or perhaps 4 GB in size — although 4 GB is non-standard. The SDHC standard was created later, and allows cards 2
GB to 32 GB in size. SDXC is a more recent standard that allows cards 32 GB to 2 TB in size. You’ll need a device
that supports SDHC or SDXC cards to use them.
At this point, the vast majority of devices should support SDHC. In fact, the SD cards you have are probably SDHC
cards. SDXC is newer and less common.
When buying an SD card, you’ll need to buy the right speed class, size, and capacity for your needs. Be sure to check
what your device supports and consider what speed and capacity you’ll actually need.
Image Credit: Ryosuke SEKIDO on Flickr, Clive Darra on Flickr, Steven Depolo on Flickr
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How Connected Standby Works (or Why Your Windows 8 PC’s Ba ery Drains So Fast)
How Does Connected Standby Actually Work?
RELATED ARTICLE
What You Need to Know About Buying TouchEnabled Windows 8.1 PCs
It has now been over a year since Windows 8 was released. A lot has happened — we’re now on... [Read Ar cle] h p://
www.howtogeek.com/175859/what-you-need-to-know-about-buying-touch
-enabled-windows-8.1-pcs/
You can’t just get Connected Standby on any computer. It requires special support for Connected Standby in the CPU and the
rest of the computer system. You buy a Windows device and it either supports Connected Standby or it doesn’t.
Connected Standby replaces the standard Sleep and Hibernate power states found on most PCs. This means that you can’t actually use Sleep or Hibernate instead of Connected Standby. You can still control how long the display stays on — when the display
powers off, Connected Standby begins instead of Sleep. You can also shut down your PC normally.
When in Connected Standby mode, your PC will listen for notifications and wake up regularly to fetch new emails, update live
tiles, and perform other similar tasks. When you get a chat message, your PC can wake up and notify you. Its screen will stay off
the whole time while it does this, just as your smartphone can keep doing work while its screen is off. Note that these fetching
features only work with Windows 8′ s “Store apps”, so the full-screen Mail app will fetch new email but your desktop email
client won’t.
All Windows RT devices use Connected Standby. They have ARM chips,
so they support this sort of always-on, low-power state. At the moment,
this only includes the Surface RT, Surface 2, and Nokia Lumia 2520 — all
devices produced by Microsoft themselves. Windows RT is not popular.
Intel is bringing Connected Standby to more and more chips. Intel’s
“Clover Trail” series of Atom chips support connected standby. Buy a
tablet like the Thinkpad Tablet 2 and it will use Connected Standby rather
than standard Sleep and Hibernate features. Connected Standby is a feature ideal for mobile devices with low power consumption, but Intel has
become obsessed with catching up to ARM in this space. We wouldn’t be
surprised to see Connected Standby make its way into higher-power Intel
CPUs eventually. This feature will only become more common, even
among laptops.
For now, higher-power CPUs like Intel’s own Haswell line of Core processors don’t support Connected Standby. This does
mean that you can’t have that sort of always-on, tablet-style experience on Haswell-powered tablets like Microsoft’s Surface Pro
2. The device can sleep or hibernate, but not stay on all the time with Connected Standby.
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How Connected Standby Works (or Why Your Windows 8 PC’s Ba ery Drains So Fast)
Thinkpad-tablet-2-connected-standby
“Connected Standby” is a new feature in Windows 8. At first, only ARM devices with Windows RT supported Connected Standby. Some Intel Atom PCs
with full Windows 8 now support it, too — and it will only become more common.
This is Microsoft’s attempt to give Windows 8
and 8.1 the “always-on” state people get from iPads, Android tablets, and smartphones. A PC with
Connected Standby can’t use other power-management states like Sleep and Hibernate.

What is Connected Standby?
RELATED ARTICLE
HTG Explains: Should You Shut Down, Sleep, or Hibernate Your Laptop?
Computers can sleep, hibernate, or shut down. Sleep allows you to quickly resume using your laptop at the cost of... [Read Article] http://www.howtogeek.com/128507/htg-explains-should-you-shut-down-sleep-or-hibernate-your-laptop/
If you have a typical PC or Mac with an Intel or AMD chip, your computer has several different power states. Your computer is
either on, off, or in a power-saving state. Laptops normally go into sleep mode if they’re not used for a while or if the lid is closed.
In sleep mode, your PC maintains power to its memory so it can start up very quickly. PCs can also hibernate, and may automatically hibernate if you leave them in sleep for a while. In hibernation mode, your PC saves the contents of its memory to its hard
drive and shuts down. When you boot it, it loads the system state back from the hard drive and restores everything you had open.
Both sleep and hibernate allow your computer to save its state and get back to it more quickly, but the computer is basically off
and can’t do anything while sleeping or hibernating.
In contrast, the smartphones and tablets most people use work differently. When you put an iPad, Android tablet, or a
smartphone down and leave it for several hours, its screen turns off. The device goes into a very low-power mode. However, it’s
not in a PC-style “sleep” or “hibernate” mode. Your tablet or phone will check for new emails, receive notifications, and perform
other tasks. It does this by frequently waking up. The tablet or phone feels like it’s always on — you never have to wait for your
phone to boot up from hibernate.
PCs are slower. Even a PC that’s asleep will take a second to start back up. After the PC starts up, it has to check for new content. If you’re chatting on an instant messaging program, you’ll disconnect and not receive any messages when your computer is
asleep.

ARM vs. Intel: What It Means for Windows, Chromebook, and Android So ware Compa bility
Intel x86 or x64 processors have traditionally been found in laptops and desktops, while ARM processors have been found in...
[Read Article] http://www.howtogeek.com/180225/arm-vs.-intel-what-it-means-for-windowschromebook-and-android-software-compatibility/
Connected Standby is a low-power state that allows Windows 8 and 8.1 to function more like a
tablet or smartphone than a typical PC. It’s supported on Windows RT devices like the Surface
RT and Surface 2, but Intel is also working on adding support for Connected Standby to its own
CPUs so Intel-powered tablets can catch up to ARM devices. Your PC will work more like your
phone.

Continued on Next Page
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How Connected Standby Works (or Why Your Windows 8 PC’s Ba ery Drains So Fast)
How Can I Disable Connected Standby?
Connected Standby can’t be disabled, which may be inconvenient if you just want to save power. For example, you
can set aside a typical laptop down for several weeks and it should go to sleep and then hibernate, saving most of its
battery power.
On the other hand, if you’re putting a PC with Connected Standby down for several weeks, it will continue running,
regularly waking up to download new content. After several weeks, the device will definitely have an empty battery.
Intel’s website states that ”A system in Connected Standby stays updated, is reachable through real-time communication apps, and can remain in state a week or more on a single battery charge.”
This is great if you want this always-on experience. On the other hand, this means that your laptop’s battery will
drain when you’re not using it and be empty after a week — or less, if you’re using it. You may pick up a device a few
days later to find a surprising amount of battery power drained.
While you can’t disable Connected Standby,
you can get around this limitation by powering the tablet or laptop off if you’re not going
to use it for a while. The device won’t wake
up if it’s powered off completely. This means
going through a normal Shut Down process,
not just tapping its power button.
You could also enable Airplane Mode before
putting your PC to sleep. Your device won’t
be able to fetch new content or communicate
with the Internet at all. It should stay asleep
instead of waking up regularly to check on
your emails and tweets.

Overall, Connected Standby is a good feature that allows Windows 8.1 tablets and PCs — even those with Intel chips
— to function more like the mobile devices they are. Microsoft should still provide a way to let people disable this
feature without enabling Airplane Mode every time they put their device to sleep. Many people will get Atompowered tablets and laptops they’ll want to use like PCs without unnecessary battery drain when idle.
Image Credit: TAKA@P.P.R.S on Flickr, Phil Roeder on Flickr`
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Into Windows
How To Get Windows 9 Style Start Menu In Windows 7/8.1 Right Now
admin Updated on May 20th, 2014

We all know that soon after the release of Windows 8, a bunch of third-party free and paid programs were released
to disable the newly introduced Metro Start screen and get back the good old Windows 7 style Start menu in Windows 8.
Even though I have covered almost all the free and paid Start menu
applications out there for Windows 8/8.1 here on Into Windows, I
have never used a third-party Start menu program for more than a
day. I have installed these Start menu programs just for the sake of
testing, and I always felt that the Start screen is more powerful and
feature-rich when compared to the Start menu.
Last month, at its annual BUILD event, Microsoft announced for
the first time since the release of Windows 8 that it would bring
back the Start menu in a future update to Windows and also
showed off the first glimpse of the Start menu that now includes
live tiles on the right-side and all installed programs and apps on
the left.
A lot of Windows 8/8.1 users who have ever installed or at least
seen the pictures of Start Menu Reviver software will agree with
me that the upcoming Windows Start menu looks pretty much
similar to the Start menu offered by Start Menu Reviver program.
In short, the future Windows Start menu looks identical to the
Start Menu Reviver. That is, if you’re on Windows 8/8.1, you can
get the Windows 9 style Start menu (or Windows 8.1 Update 2) in
Windows 8/8.1 by just installing Start Menu Reviver program.
The good news is that the team behind Start Menu Reviver recently updated the program to version 2.0 with a couple of new features and improvements. The best thing about version 2.0 is that
it’s much cleaner and even more beautiful. You can customize each
and every tile by right-clicking on a tile and selecting appropriate
options.
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Into Windows
How To Get Windows 9 Style Start Menu In Windows 7/8.1

(Right Now)

Start Menu reviver doesn’t restrict you from accessing the Start screen. You can continue using the
Start screen by moving the mouse cursor to the
bottom left corner of the screen and then clicking
on the Start screen hint but pressing the Windows
logo button on your keyboard takes you to the
Start menu instead of Start screen.
Just like the initial version, this version of Start
Menu Reviver also lets you customize the default
look of the Start menu in a number of ways. You
can add new tiles, change the default color of a tile,
add/change tile description, and change the tile image.
Start Menu Reviver ships with a total of 11 Start
buttons, allowing you to choose a button of your
choice. Options to change the default size of the
Start menu, what to show when you expand the
menu, and also, options to change the theme color
is present as well.
The extreme left pane on the Start menu includes shortcuts to Computer (My Computer), Control Panel, Run command, Task Manager, Libraries, and user folder.
Go and install Start Menu Reviver right now if you’re impressed with what it offers. And before you start punching me,
let me tell you that the current version of the program is not
perfect, just like any other software.
There is certainly room for improvement. Options to change
the default background color of the Start menu (by changing
the Start menu background we can make it look like the one
shown by Microsoft at BUILD) and live Modern app tiles would
make this program awesome. Also, I feel that the current version of the Start menu is a bit slower when compared to other
Start menu programs.
Better Usability
Start Menu Reviver is the only Start menu that is truly
touchscreen-friendly, and has multiple re-sizing options, making
it easy to use on both traditional and touch screen devices.
Start Menu Reviver. Start Better™.
To read about our philosophy behind Start Menu Reviver, visit ReviverSoft founder Mark Beare's blog post: Announcing Start Menu Reviver 2. http://www.reviversoft.com/blog/2014/04/announcing-start-menu-2/
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PC Cleaning Apps are a Scam: Here’s Why (and How to Speed Up Your PC)

PC cleaning apps are digital snake oil. The web is full of ads for applica ons that want to “clean your PC” and “make it feel like new.”
Don’t pull out your credit card — these apps are terrible and you
don’t need them.
If you do want to “clean your PC,” you can do it for free. Windows
includes built-in PC cleaning tools that can do almost all of what the
average PC cleaning app will do for you.

Let’s Inves gate a PC Cleaning App
So what do these apps do, anyway? To inves gate, we ran MyCleanPC — don’t try this at home; we installed this bad so ware so
you don’t have to. MyCleanPC is one of the most prominent PC cleaning apps — it even adver ses itself with television commercials.
First, let’s look at its Frequently Asked Ques ons to see what it promises:
“The full, paid version of the MyCleanPC so ware will a empt to remove issues found with your PC’s registry and hard drive,
including removal of junk ﬁles, unneeded registry entries, Internet browsing traces, and fragmented por ons of your hard drive.”
We’re already on thin ice here — Windows can
remove junk ﬁles, clear Internet browsing traces,
and defragment your hard drive without installing
addi onal so ware.
MyCleanPC oﬀers a “free diagnosis,” which is li le
more than an a empt to scare people into thinking their computers have thousands of “issues”
that can be ﬁxed for an easy $39.99 payment.
A er running a scan, you’ll see an alarming count
of the number of problems on your computer. It
found 26267 issues on our computer. That’s an
extremely alarming number — but what exactly is
an issue?
Every browser cookie and history entry counts
as a single issue.
Every temporary ﬁle counts as a single issue, no
ma er how ny it is.
Con nued on Next Page
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PC Cleaning Apps are a Scam: Here’s Why (and
How to Speed Up Your PC)
Invalid registry entries are considered issues, although they shouldn’t actually slow down your computer.
Our registry can be compacted a bit, but this shouldn’t make a noticeable different in performance
Every fragmented file counts as a single issue. MyCleanPC is measuring fragmentation based on the number of fragmented files,
leading to a scary-looking 21.33% data fragmentation statistic. For comparison, the Windows Disk Defragmenter tells us we have
2% fragmentation.
Now that they’ve scared you, this is the part
where you would take out your credit card and
give them $39.99 to clean your PC.

Don’t Believe the Hype
Temporary files are not slowing down your computer, and neither are browser history entries or
cookies. Registry entries are generally not a problem — there’s a reason Microsoft once created a
registry cleaner of their own before discontinuing
it and advising people not to use registry cleaners.
Yes, your computer can be slow because its file
system is fragmented. You can fix this by running
the Disk Defragmenter tool included with Windows — the Disk Defragmenter runs automatically on a schedule, anyway. http://
www.howtogeek.com/howto/windows-vista/
configure-disk-defragmenter-schedule-in-windowsvista/ Most people shouldn’t have to worry about
defragmenting their hard drives anymore.

How to Actually Clean Your PC
Let’s say you want to clean your PC just like a PC cleaner would. Here’s what you can do:
Run the Disk Cleanup tool included with Windows. It’s focused on freeing up space on your hard drive, but it will also delete old
temporary files and other useless things. Just tap the Windows key, type Disk Cleanup, and press Enter to launch it. You can even
schedule a Disk Cleanup to clean your computer automatically.
Clear your browser history or — even better — set your browser to automatically clear its history when you close it if you
don’t want to store a history.
Run the Disk Defragmenter included with Windows. This isn’t necessary if you use a solid-state drive.
Don’t bother with a registry cleaner. If you must, use the free CCleaner, which has the best-tested registry cleaner out there. It
will also delete temporary files for other programs — CCleaner alone does much more than these PC cleaning apps do.
A test performed in 2011 by Windows Secrets found that the Disk Cleanup tool included with Windows was just as good as paid
PC cleaning apps. Note that this is true even though PC cleaning apps fix “registry errors” while the Disk Cleanup app doesn’t,
which shows just how unnecessary registry cleaners are.
So yes, it’s been tested — PC cleaning apps are worthless.
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Speeding Up Your Computer
The best tools for speeding up your computer are things that a PC cleanup
app won’t do for you:
Uninstall software you no longer use, especially programs that run at
startup and browser plug-ins.
Disable unnecessary startup apps to improve Windows’ boot time.

If you regularly see errors on your computer:
Run an antimalware program like Microsoft Security Essentials to scan
your computer for malware producing error messages.
Google error messages you see regularly to find fixes for them.

Don’t forget the nuclear option:
Reinstall Windows to start over from a clean slate. If you’re using Windows 8, use the Refresh Your PC feature.
Check for hardware problems if you continue to experience blue screens or other PC problems after reinstalling Windows.

At worst, PC cleaning apps are digital snake oil. At best, they do a few marginally useful things that you can do with tools included
with Windows. Don’t believe the hype — skip the PC cleaning apps.
Although for the most part this editor agrees with the above article. I still confirm that using either or both Glarys Utilities, and
CCleaner (which are free) will give an excellent result without having to go the "Nuclear" option for just cleanup.

